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Social distancing: Tension with Nepal

Social distancing: Tension with
Nepal
There are rumblings on India's borders,
even as a virus rages within the country.
Tensions, it is being reported, have flared
up between the armies of India and
China in Ladakh, with both nations bringing in reinforcements near
such areas as Pangong Tso Lake and Demchok.
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Allay flyers’ fears

Allay flyers' fears
Domestic air travel needs foolproof
safety measures The Centre has allowed
partial resumption of domestic
passenger flights from May 25, exactly
two months after these were suspended
owing to the nationwide lockdown.
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The Covid crisis may lead to a CAD surplus
this year

The Covid crisis may lead to a CAD
surplus this year
But that's no cause for complacency as
it is likely to be caused more by India's
imports collapsing than rising exports
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WEF address

WEF address
In his video-link address to the World
Economic Forum (WEF), Prime Minister
Imran Khan has rightly highlighted the
importance of a global response to
defeat the novel coronavirus. He termed
Covid-19 a challenge for the entire world, in which the affected
countries have become insular and have started looking inside rather
than making coordinated efforts.
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To fly again: Airlines need a supportive
policy environment to return to the skies
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To fly again: Airlines need a
supportive policy environment to
return to the skies
The limited resumption of air travel
planned from Monday is a sign that
lockdowns are yielding to the imperative
of restarting the economy. Complete freedom to travel outside
containment zones, accompanied by the scaling up of all public
transport modes, is critical to economic revival.
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Amphan’s tragic toll: Centre must
generously support Bengal and Odisha with
rehabilitation

Amphan's tragic toll: Centre must
generously support Bengal and
Odisha with rehabilitation
Nature's fury was unleashed full-blown
as severe cyclonic storm Amphan
battered Bengal and Odisha with wind
speeds of up to 165 kmph. And it couldn't have come at a worse time
with the country already battling the Covid-19 pandemic. Incidentally,
Bengal and Odisha are states that send out large numbers of migrant
workers.
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Amphan brings a message
Disaster preparation has got better. Focus now on rebuilding

Amphan brings a message
editorials Updated: May 22, 2020 01:57
IST Cyclone Amphan, the most severe
storm in the Bay of Bengal since 1999,
battered India (Odisha and West Bengal),
and Bangladesh, on Wednesday.
Between the two Indian states, West Bengal was hit the hardest as the
cyclone made landfall in the Sundarbans at a top speed of 185 kmph,
but went parallel to the Odisha coast.
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Times of India

Times of India Readers' Blog
Find out the views, opinions, analysis of
our experts on entertainment, news,
economy, science, spirituality and much
more at Times of India
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TOI Editorials

TOI Editorials Blog - Times of India
Blog
The Times of India has updated its
Privacy and Cookie policy. We use
cookies to ensure that we give you the
better experience on our website. If you
continue without changing your settings, we'll assume that you are
happy to receive all cookies on the The Times of India website.
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Why edtech will continue to be mainstream
post COVID
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Quality time in quarantine

Quality time in quarantine
Many parents are having a hard time
navigating our "new normal" of working
from home in the current times. Being a
mother of two teens, I have attempted to
put together some useful tips for teens
and adolescents to step up and take responsibility during such trying
times.
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SWOTing the situation

SWOTing the situation
The coronavirus pandemic has shuttered
educational institutions across the
globe. Closure of schools, colleges and
universities, shutdown of routine life of
students and teachers, disruptions in
education and the education ministry remaining incommunicado, have
created an unprecedented situation and thrown many unexpected
challenges to administrators, educators, teachers, parents and
students.

THE HINDU
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Good news! Soon students can pursue two
degree courses simultaneously – Details

Good news! Soon students can
pursue two degree courses
simultaneously - Details
The UGC had last year set up a panel
headed by its Vice Chairman, Bhushan
Patwardhan, to examine the issue of
pursuing two degree programmes simultaneously from the same
university or different universities either through distance mode,
online mode or part-time mode.
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Delhi University exam: Don’t hold online
exams, over 170 teachers urge VC

Delhi University exam: Don't hold
online exams, over 170 teachers
urge VC
DU online open-book exam news: Over
170 teachers of the Delhi University have
urged Vice-Chancellor Yogesh Tyagi to
not consider holding online open-book exams, saying the move is
"least desirable in the current situation" and risks compromising the
sanctity of the examination process.
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Education News

Education News 2020: Latest Exam
Results, Board Exam, Admit Card
Notifications | Hindustan Times
Education News 2020: Get latest news
updates on Board Exam, Admit Card,
School, India Results, universities cut off
list, government recruitment and bank notification along with other
career updates at Hindustan Times
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RBI chief to address media today amid buzz
of extension of moratorium on loans

RBI chief to address media today
amid buzz of extension of
moratorium on loans
The Reserve Bank of India Governor
Shaktikanta Das will address the media
at 10 am today amid buzz that the
central bank may extend a moratorium on payment of all term loans.
"Watch out for RBI Governor live address at 10:00 am today (May 22,
2020)," RBI said in a tweet.
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There’s a long way to go before China Inc
abandons US listings

There's a long way to go before
China Inc abandons US listings
By Julia Fioretti and Ishika Mookerjee
The US fired its latest shot across the
bows in its escalating rivalry with China
when the Senate overwhelmingly
approved a bill that could lead to Chinese companies being barred
from listing on US stock exchanges, although few expect China Inc.
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View: India, with 82% of the population
below 50, is best placed for herd immunity

View: India, with 82% of the
population below 50, is best placed
for herd immunity
By Neeraj Kaushal India needs a strategy
to develop herd immunity to survive the
Covid pandemic. All strategies that have
been adopted so far assume that Covid and its spectre would
disappear in a few weeks or, at the most, a few months. This is
wishful thinking.

THE ECONOMIC TIMES
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Raghuram Rajan says migrant workers need
money for vegetables, cooking oil, shelter;
foodgrains not enough

Raghuram Rajan says migrant
workers need money for vegetables,
cooking oil, shelter; foodgrains not
enough
New Delhi: Calling India's Rs 20.9 lakh
crore stimulus inadequate in providing
for recovery of an economy pummelled by COVID-19, former RBI
Governor Raghuram Rajan has said the package gives free foodgrains
but migrant workers, rendered jobless by lockdown, need money to
buy milk, vegetables and cooking oil and pay rent.

THE ECONOMIC TIMES
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Take the worker on board
Workers, and those who speak for them, must be heard on
labour laws.

Take the worker on board
The 20th century's great management
thought leader, Peter Drucker, used to
consult CEOs of the largest companies
in the world and presidents of nations.
Whenever he met any leader, he would
always first ask them for their opinions, and not facts. Because smart
people know how to find facts that fit their opinions.
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Columns by eminent Authors
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OPINION &
EDITSEDITORIALSCOLUMNSLETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

All Profile | The Indian Express
Opinion & Edits Editorials Columns
Letters To The Editor A-D E-H I-L M-P Q-T
U-Z A G Noorani A K Shiva Kumar A.N.
Tiwari A.O. Scott Aaranya Rajasingam
Aashish Gupta Abdul Khaliq Abhijit Sen
Abhijit V. Banerjee Abhik Ghosh Abhinav Kumar Abhishek Choudhary
Abhishek Tripathi Abusaleh Shariff Aditya Puri Ajai Sahni Ajay
Chhibber Ajay Shah [...]
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A ministry for migrant labour

A ministry for migrant labour
The COVID-19 pandemic has introduced
words and phrases that have now
become deeply familiar to us: Corona,
quarantine, thermal screening, tracing,
testing, isolation, vaccination and, most
prominently, "stranded migrant workers".
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Reforms the farmer needs
The problems farmers face are rooted in structural constraints.
Location-speci�c policies, well-directed investment, and better-
functioning agricultural institutions are needed.

Reforms the farmer needs
Last week, Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman signalled the Union
government's intention to enact a new
central law that would override existing
state regulations that restrict the farmer
from legally selling to anyone other than a buyer licensed by the local
Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee (APMC).
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A Moment To Revive MGNREGA
Additional allocation must be supplemented with steps to make
it more effective

A Moment To Revive MGNREGA
The lockdown has resulted in a massive
loss of livelihoods, and the 400-million
strong unorganised workforce is the
worst hit. A significant part of this
workforce has migrated to cities from
rural areas. With the allocation of an additional Rs 40,000 crore as
part of the stimulus package, the Union government has finally
acknowledged the importance of MGNREGA.
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Justice more compassionate
Why a recnt Karnataka high court order is compulsory reading
in Covid times.

Justice more compassionate
A report from Karnataka in The Indian
Express of May 20 reads like a breath of
fresh air: A division bench of the High
Court of Karnataka, presided over by its
chief justice, questioned the state
government's decision not to fund the travel of migrant workers if their
home states do not deposit funds for train fares.
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The Hindu

News Columns, Opinion Columns,
Newspaper Columns, Editorial
Columns
Follow What The Hindu Columnists Have
To Say On Trending Topics From The
World Of Politics, Sports, Business &
Entertainment

THE HINDU
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TECH FOR TEACHERS
A guide for teachers bringing tech into the classroom. Get expert
info and advice on today’s top educational technology, and �nd
more than 150 online resources organized by subject and age.

Education Technology Tools for
Teachers | TeachTomorrow.org
Massive Open Online Courses make it
possible for students of all ages to
access high-quality coursework at no
cost. Colleges and universities across
the country publish video lectures, podcasts, reading lists, practice
exams and more for anyone who wants to learn about a particular
subject and/or experience what it's like to take a college class.

TEACHTOMORROW.ORG

NEWS around the world
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‘Coronavirus came from China, US is not
going to take it lightly’: Trump
President Trump in the last several weeks has been very critical
of China’s inability to control the spread of the novel coronavirus
within its territory. US has the highest death toll from Covid-19
in the world.

'Coronavirus came from China, US is
not going to take it lightly': Trump
world Updated: May 22, 2020 07:42 IST
The deadly coronavirus came from
China and the US is not going to take it
lightly, President Donald Trump said on
Thursday. "It came from China. We are not happy about it. We just
signed a trade deal, the ink wasn't dry and all of the sudden this
floated in.

HINDUSTAN TIMES
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US could have avoided 36,000 deaths if
social distancing had been imposed a week
earlier: Research

US could have avoided 36,000
deaths if social distancing had been
imposed a week earlier: Research
The lives of about 36,000 people could
have been saved if the US had begun
imposing social distancing measures
just a week earlier than it did in March to control the spread of the
coronavirus, new estimates from Columbia University show.

THE INDIAN EXPRESS

Articles from international
dailies
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Russia Calls U.S. Leaving Open Skies Treaty
a 'Blow' to European Security

Russia Calls U.S. Leaving Open
Skies Treaty a 'Blow' to European
Security - The Moscow Times
Washington's departure from the Open
Skies arms control treaty would be a
blow to European security, a Russian
deputy foreign minister said Thursday, after President Donald Trump
announced the United States will withdraw. "The withdrawal by the
U.S. from this treaty would be not only a blow to the foundation of
European security ...

THE MOSCOW TIMES
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Kansai sees end to virus state of
emergency, but Tokyo area must wait

Kansai sees end to virus state of
emergency, but Tokyo area must
wait | The Japan Times
The central government offered a mixed
outlook for the nation Thursday when it
comes to lifting the state of emergency
imposed over the new coronavirus, easing restrictions imposed on
three prefectures in the Kansai region but maintaining them on
Hokkaido and the greater Tokyo metropolitan area.

THE JAPAN TIMES
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China moves to impose security laws on
Hong Kong, raising fears of eroding freedom

China moves to impose security
laws on Hong Kong, raising fears of
eroding freedom
The Chinese government is preparing to
impose new national security legislation
on Hong Kong, raising fears of new
curbs on the city's freedoms as Beijing's state media pledged the
complete eradication of what it called a "cancer" of pro-independence
sentiment.
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China's military spending transparent, NPC
spokesman says
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China's military spending
transparent, NPC spokesman says
China's military spending is transparent
and without concealed items, Zhang
Yesui, spokesman for the third session
of the 13th National People's Congress,
said on Thursday night. "Since 2007, China has reported its military
spending to the United Nations each year.
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China's national legislature starts annual
session

China's national legislature starts
annual session
BEIJING - China's national legislature
started its annual session Friday
morning in Beijing. Xi Jinping and other
Chinese leaders attended the opening
meeting of the third session of the 13th National People's Congress,
held at the Great Hall of the People.
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Khashoggi family forgives those who killed
their father

Khashoggi family forgives those
who killed their father
RIYADH: The family of murdered Saudi
journalist Jamal Khashoggi said that
they have forgiven those who killed their
father, his son Salah wrote in a tweet on
Friday. "On this virtuous night of this holy month, we recall what God
Almighty said in his holy book: "The repayment of bad actions, is one
equivalent to it, But whoever pardons and makes reconciliation, his
reward lies with God.
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Covid 19
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College Made Them Feel Equal. The Virus
Exposed How Unequal Their Lives Are.

College Made Them Feel Equal. The
Virus Exposed How Unequal Their
Lives Are.
When they were all in the same dorms
and eating the same dining hall food, the
disparities in students' backgrounds
weren't as clear as they are over video chat. The political science
class was called "Forced Migration and Refugees."

NYTIMES
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Lebanon forced to wait for birth of new Syria

Lebanon forced to wait for birth of
new Syria
Lebanon forced to wait for birth of new
Syria As Lebanon is going through a
complete failure of its economy and
institutions, the Lebanese people do not
know where to look for help or guidance. Unfortunately, not much help
can be expected for various reasons.
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Here is a list of top Indian government
scholarships to help students study abroad

WWW.EDUCATIONTIMES.COM
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How to prepare for CAT 2020: Here are 5
effective strategies

How to prepare for CAT 2020: Here
are 5 effective strategies
Have you always dreamt of getting a
phone call from your desired IIM or other
top B-School? Taking you one step
closer to your dreams, here are the top 5
strategies to ace your CAT preparations and achieve your goals. The
path towards becoming a top scorer MBA aspirant goes through the
first stage i.e.

INDIA TODAY
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Last minute tips and tricks to crack NEET
exam in the times of lockdown due to
COVID19
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Last minute tips and tricks to crack
NEET exam in the times of
lockdown due to COVID19
Today, world is suffering from Pandemic
situation, almost whole world is
Lockdown, everyone is in quarantine
situation. Due to Covid-19 broke out everything is lockdown. Preparing
for a highly competitive like NEET UG is a challenging task. As NEET-
UG is the only gateway for admission in MBBS, BDS, BAMS, BUMS,
BHMS, B.Sc.
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Gravitas: Xi Jinping faces his biggest test

Gravitas: Xi Jinping faces his biggest test
by WION
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Wild Animals Roam Russian Cities During
Quarantine

Wild Animals Roam Russian Cities During Quarantine | The
Moscow Times
by The Moscow Times

YOUTUBE
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